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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Generally, the genetic diversity present in improved plant cultivars only represents a small fraction of the total diversity present in the species from which the cultivar was derived \[[@pone.0235434.ref001]\]. This reduction in diversity is exemplified by soybean, wherein \~75% of North American cultivars released from 1947--1988 were derived from 17 ancestors and \~50% was derived from only six ancestral lines \[[@pone.0235434.ref002]\]. To further increase the rate of genetic gain in applied breeding beyond that now observed, it is imperative to mine global germplasm for beneficial alleles, such as novel alleles for pest-resistance \[[@pone.0235434.ref003]\]. These alleles can then be introgressed into cultivars via a conventional breeding or a marker-assisted selection approach \[[@pone.0235434.ref004]--[@pone.0235434.ref006]\]. Historically, the introgression of traits from wild progenitor germplasm as well as landraces has generally been limited to traits controlled by major genes. Such traits are easier to identify with confidence, less dependent on genetic background, and simpler to track during introgression. Though wild alleles for complex traits such as yield have been successfully identified using near-isogenic lines, these methods are highly resource intensive and often miss relevant alleles \[[@pone.0235434.ref007]\].

Ude et al. \[[@pone.0235434.ref008]\] indicated that Japanese cultivars provided a genetically distinct pool of material for improvement of North American soybean cultivars. Plant introduction (PI) 416937 is a Japanese landrace present in the pedigree of many elite lines/cultivars in the southeastern USA, most notably 'Woodruff' \[[@pone.0235434.ref009]\]. Woodruff has 25% genetic contribution from PI 416937 by pedigree and yielded 111, 122, and 111% of elite check, 'Benning' \[[@pone.0235434.ref010]\] in United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Southern States Uniform Tests from 2003--2005 \[[@pone.0235434.ref011]--[@pone.0235434.ref013]\]. It has been reported that PI 416937 possesses several distinguishing characteristics including slow canopy wilting \[[@pone.0235434.ref014]--[@pone.0235434.ref017]\], proliferous fibrous roots \[[@pone.0235434.ref018]--[@pone.0235434.ref020]\], aluminum tolerance \[[@pone.0235434.ref021]--[@pone.0235434.ref022]\], altered vapor pressure deficit response, and other physiologically controlled drought-stress related traits \[[@pone.0235434.ref023]--[@pone.0235434.ref026]\]. 'N7002' (PI 647085) \[[@pone.0235434.ref027]\], 'N8001' (PI 647086) \[[@pone.0235434.ref028]\], and 'USDA-N8002' (PI 676972) \[[@pone.0235434.ref029]\] are additional cultivars which have \>12.5% genetic contribution from PI 416937 by pedigree and have outperformed check cultivars in terms of yield within USDA Southern States Uniform Tests \[[@pone.0235434.ref011]--[@pone.0235434.ref013], [@pone.0235434.ref030]--[@pone.0235434.ref037]\]. Thus, unlike the common case in which exotic germplasm is used as a donor of a specific gene, the contributions of PI 416937 appear to be complex and its derived lines are examples of incorporating exotic germplasm in developing cultivars with increased yield and providing diversity for long-term genetic gain.

In this study, lines with known pedigree information related to PI 416937 were exploited using genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker data to track new exotic genomic regions that were selected for and against over approximately the last 20 years. The idea of exploiting breeding pedigrees to detect selected loci has been used previously in attempts to detect agronomically important loci in soybean \[[@pone.0235434.ref038]--[@pone.0235434.ref040]\]. Similar analysis has also been performed in peanut (*Arachis hypogaea*) \[[@pone.0235434.ref041]\]. The approach is akin to transmission disequilibrium tests (TDTs) pioneered in animal genetics \[[@pone.0235434.ref042]\]. Released cultivars are assumed to be the product of many stages of selection and, thus, alleles conferring superior fitness are expected to deviate from random (50%) transmission \[[@pone.0235434.ref042]\]. While original versions of the TDT have largely been performed in animal genetics, Jannink et al. \[[@pone.0235434.ref043]\] suggested that TDT can be adapted to self-pollinating crops by examining breeding lines and cultivars over decades to identify preferentially transmitted alleles hypothesized to be in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with favorable quantitative trait loci (QTL). Though the approach is theoretically very powerful, previous studies suffered from low marker density \[[@pone.0235434.ref038], [@pone.0235434.ref044]\] or gapped pedigrees that made rigorous statistical inference problematic \[[@pone.0235434.ref040]\]. Higher marker density allows for the confident inference of shared haplotypes in parent-offspring combinations, and, thus, enhances the ability to accurately define and count the number of crosses that test a locus for the influence of selection. In contrast with simple bi-parental mapping of yield, this deep pedigree approach has the advantage of differentiating genomic regions under breeding selection across multiple genetic backgrounds and environments and is robust to artifacts of segregation distortion that may be observed for a single parental combination.

The objective of this study was to identify haplotypes under breeder selection from PI 416937. Haplotypes have been defined as consecutive SNPs inherited from an individual progenitor genotype. This methodology has broad application to any breeding line which is prevalent within the ancestry of high yielding cultivars. We also discussed the implications of haplotypes identified via this methodology to target genomic regions lacking diversity within modern cultivars.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Plant materials and population development {#sec003}
------------------------------------------

### PI 416937-derived lines {#sec004}

High yielding PI 416937-derived lines were chosen based on inclusion in the USDA Southern States Uniform Tests, indicating that these lines had excellent yield potential based on previous replicated yield trials. PI 416937-derived lines spanned maturity groups (MGs) V-VIII. The combination of a PI 416937-derived line and its immediate parental lines was defined as a trio. A total of 52 trios were compiled and each member of the trio was genotyped for the pedigree analysis. For seven of these trios, both parents were derived from PI 416937. There were several lines that were derived from the same parent combinations. Thirteen of the 29 unique parental combinations had multiple progeny which were each considered as independent trios. These lines were developed by a modified single-seed descent (SSD) breeding method in which a single pod is selected from each plant in early selfing generations \[[@pone.0235434.ref045]\] so each line has a high likelihood of tracing to a unique F~2~ plant.

Lines chosen for the analysis were present in the USDA Southern States Uniform Test between 1994 and 2015, except for N93-110-6 which was bred for superior seed yield under drought-prone conditions \[[@pone.0235434.ref046]\]. Forty-four of the lines included in the analysis were bred within the USDA-Agricultural Research Service (ARS) Raleigh soybean breeding program, while the remaining eight were bred within the University of Georgia (UGA) soybean breeding program. The 52 trios were composed of a total of 76 independent lines. Genotypic data for each line was either procured from SoyBase ([http://soybase.org](http://soybase.org/)) \[[@pone.0235434.ref047]\] or generated from seeds that were obtained from originating institutions.

Helium software \[[@pone.0235434.ref048]\] was used to create a pedigree tree of 232 lines and 387 relationships among these lines ([S1 Fig](#pone.0235434.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Six progeny \[N7001, N90-7202, N90-7241, N93-110-6, N91-7254, and N93-1264\] have PI 416937 as a direct parent. All genomic regions of PI 416937 inherited in other lines within this analysis originated from these six lines. N7001 had the strongest influence on our analysis with 12 direct progeny and 37 indirect progeny used in the pedigree analysis. Indirect progeny were defined as descendants of direct progeny. N90-7202 had the next strongest influence with six direct progeny and seven indirect progeny. N90-7241 had only two direct progeny used in the analysis but 11 indirect progeny. N91-7254 had one progeny and a single indirect progeny. N93-110-6 had one progeny while N93-1264 had zero progeny used in the analysis. While these progenitors narrow the scope of regions that can accumulate a large number of tests within the pedigree analysis, they do not inflate the significance of the regions found to be under selection since each trio is an independent test of a region.

### Development of RIL populations {#sec005}

Five F~5~-derived recombinant inbred line (RIL) populations were developed with the intention of developing lines for germplasm enhancement or cultivar release. These RIL populations were used to evaluate PI 416937 alleles under selection for their effects on yield and investigate potential discrepancies in genomic regions associated with yield performance versus segregation distortion. These populations were inbred using the modified SSD method. Four of the RIL populations (RIL-1, 2, 3, 4) were comprised of 84 lines each while the fifth RIL population (RIL-5) had 150 lines ([S1 Table](#pone.0235434.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each RIL population has PI 416937 in its pedigree. The term "trio" was used in this context to refer to an individual RIL and both parental lines.

SNP genotyping {#sec006}
--------------

Twenty seeds from each line were planted in styrofoam cups in a UGA greenhouse. After 3 weeks, tissue from 15--20 plants of each line was bulked within 50-ml Falcon tubes (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, US) and then lyophilized and ground into fine powder using a GenoGrinder (SPEX US, Metuchen, NJ, US). DNA was extracted by following the protocol from Keim et al. \[[@pone.0235434.ref049]\], with some modifications to improve purity of DNA. Key modifications included adding Edwards extraction buffer, NaCl, polyvinypyrrolidone, and Proteinase K to the CTAB 2ME buffer while performing a second 24:1 chloroform: isoamyl alcohol step to remove proteins and polysaccharides. An additional 75% ethanol wash was also performed.

For lines included in the pedigree analysis, SNP genotype data of 10 lines were obtained from SoyBase ([http://soybase.org](http://soybase.org/)) \[[@pone.0235434.ref047]\] while the remaining 66 lines were genotyped either at Michigan State University or USDA-ARS, (Beltsville, MD) using SoySNP50K Infinium BeadChips \[[@pone.0235434.ref050]\]. The SNP loci that did not have a corresponding position in Gmax2.0 reference genome were excluded and a final set of 41,934 SNPs was utilized for analysis. The genotypic data for additional lines used for examining population structure were obtained from SoyBase as well ([S2 Table](#pone.0235434.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The five RIL populations were genotyped using SoySNP6K Infinium BeadChips at USDA-ARS (Beltsville, MD). The SoySNP6K Infinium BeadChip is an informative subset of the SoySNP50K Infinium BeadChip that makes genotyping a large number of individuals such as a RIL population more cost effective \[[@pone.0235434.ref051]\]. Physical positions of SNPs, originally based on reference genome Glyma.Wm82.a1 (Gmax1.01) \[[@pone.0235434.ref052]\] were converted to version Gmax2.0 for the analysis.

Pedigree analysis utilizing genome-wide SNP data {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------

The pedigrees of these PI 416937-derived lines were traced to the earliest discoverable antecedent lines ([S1 Fig](#pone.0235434.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3 Table](#pone.0235434.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Helium software was used to display the pedigree information \[[@pone.0235434.ref048]\]. Using SoySNP6K Infinium BeadChip data, the genomic contribution of PI 416937 versus major southern North American ancestors \[[@pone.0235434.ref053]\] to each high yielding PI 416937-derived progeny was measured. A chi-square test of given probabilities was performed in R, utilizing the chisq. test function within the 'stats' package \[[@pone.0235434.ref054]\] to examine how many lines deviated from expected percentage of genomic contribution from PI 416937. For each PI 416937-derived line, the observed percentage of genomic contribution from PI 416937 was based on molecular markers from the SoySNP50K Infinium BeadChip which allowed us to trace inheritance of alleles back to PI 416937 or other ancestral genotypes. This procedure for tracing inheritance is explained in more detail in the procedure for the pedigree analysis. The expected percentage of genomic contribution from PI 416937 was obtained from pedigree information.

To provide context of the genetic material used in this analysis compared to a representative panel of soybean germplasm, cladograms were created to examine population structure of PI 416937-derived lines compared to North American ancestral lines, as well as available public/private soybean germplasm/cultivars released before 2016 ([S2](#pone.0235434.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#pone.0235434.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). These materials included PI 416937, 95 PI 416937-derived lines, 32 selected southern lines, 38 North American ancestral lines, 464 public varieties, and 70 private varieties ([S2 Table](#pone.0235434.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nineteen of the 95 PI 416937-derived lines were not included in the pedigree analysis because they did not contribute to a complete trio with genotypic data. These 19 lines were retained for the population structure analysis to give a more complete context of where PI 416937-derived lines reside compared to ancestral lines and modern varieties. The 32 southern lines were selected because they were the non-PI 416937 derived parental lines from the trios as well as common antecedents in southern pedigrees which were identified while tracing the pedigree history of the trios. The available public and private breeding lines were divided into groups based on decade of release, ranging from 1940's to 2000's. Cladograms were created from SoySNP50K Infinium BeadChip data via the neighbor joining clustering method in Tassel 5 \[[@pone.0235434.ref055]\] and plotted using ggtree \[[@pone.0235434.ref056]\] implemented in R \[[@pone.0235434.ref054]\]. This population structure analysis also assisted in clustering MG's for a comparison between haplotypes under selection from PI 416937 and genomic regions of low diversity in modern soybean cultivars.

The pedigree analysis was performed on the PI 416937-derived lines and the five RIL populations. In this section, the PI 416937-derived lines and RILs are referred to as progeny. The first step was to identify which alleles were inherited from each parent by sequentially matching alleles of each progeny line to each parental line. To be consistent with the analysis of the high yielding PI 416937-derived lines, no genetic maps were made for the RIL populations. The goal was to calculate a match extension score, which determined the parent that had contributed a particular region of the inbred progeny haplotype. Each matched allele was worth a point. If a locus in either the parent or progeny line was heterozygous, this was called as half of a point. Missing values were worth zero points. This matching continued until the matching was broken by an opposite allele being present in the parent. Then for a given matched segment, a score was calculated based upon the quality of the match and the match with the higher score was called the parent of origin. The parental match had to be at least two markers longer in one parent to be considered definitively one parent versus the other. In theory, a genomic region called for one parent could be from a shorter consecutive match because the longer match to the other parent had an excess of heterozygous loci or missing data points. This strategy was similar to the haplotype matching strategy implemented in Vaughn and Li \[[@pone.0235434.ref053]\]. If a given region had the same score in the two parents or the match was not two markers longer in one parent, the region could not definitively be called for either parent and it was called as ambiguous. Once the parental regions were identified, the origin of each region was identified with relation to PI 416937 as well as to the predominant ancestral lines of North American southern elite material according to Vaughn and Li \[[@pone.0235434.ref053]\]. North American southern ancestors were chosen versus all North American ancestors because the genotypes used in the analysis were predominantly comprised of southern germplasm and this also resulted in less ambiguity in identifying ancestor sources for the genomic regions. In this way, genomic origins of these progeny lines could be traced back to their parental sources and then to their original ancestral sources. The analysis focused on regions in which one parent contained an allele from PI 416937 at a particular locus and the other parent did not. Given a sufficient number of such scenarios, the probability that a locus was neutral could be evaluated statistically utilizing a two-sided exact binomial test. Even if a region could not be definitively assigned to a southern ancestor, it was still considered a test if the allele could be determined to not be from PI 416937 (assuming the alternative allele was from PI 416937).

To obtain *P*-values for alleles under selection, a two-sided exact binomial test \[[@pone.0235434.ref057]\] was performed in R, utilizing the binom. test function within the 'stats' package \[[@pone.0235434.ref054]\]. If we assume there is a 50 percent chance of inheritance of an allele from a parental genotype and a binomial distribution of outcomes when no selection pressure is imposed, a two-sided exact binomial test was appropriate to asses statistical deviation from a null hypothesis of no selection pressure. The number of successes was entered as the number of times that the PI 416937 allele was inherited. The number of trials was entered as the number of trios in which the PI 416937 allele was tested in the parents. With no selection, a success rate of 0.5 was expected. A haplotype previously associated with seed yield from PI 416937 referred to as Yld1 \[[@pone.0235434.ref058]\] was utilized to set the threshold for significant evidence of selection. Using 66 F~4:6~ RILs derived from N07-14221 × 'Clifford' (PI 596414) that were segregating for the PI 416937 allele at the Yld1 locus, Eickholt \[[@pone.0235434.ref058]\] had previously shown that the PI 416937 allele resulted in a significant (*P* \< 0.05) increase in seed yield of 76 kg ha^-1^. This was an average over three locations in 2015. Within our pedigree analysis, the Yld1 haplotype from PI 416937 showed a strong signal for selection relative to other PI 416937-derived haplotypes, providing additional support for utilizing the *P*-value of this genomic region as a statistical threshold. As for the RIL populations, genomic regions appeared to be under significantly greater selection pressure so they were determined to be significant based on a multiple test corrected threshold. The significance threshold was set at an alpha of 0.05 and a multiple test correction was performed based upon linkage disequilibrium (LD) between markers. To adjust the significance threshold for LD, the number of markers with an R-squared less than 0.8 was calculated and these markers were labeled as tag SNPs. Tag SNPs were identified using the tagger function in Haploview \[[@pone.0235434.ref059]--[@pone.0235434.ref060]\]. The *P*-value threshold of 0.05 was then divided by the number of tag SNPs to obtain the significance threshold. The number of tag SNPs ranged from 423 to 616 depending upon the population.

For both the PI 416937-derived line and RIL pedigree analyses, regions under selection were defined as any run of consecutive markers surpassing our chosen statistical significance threshold. There were several situations in which markers showed varying levels of significance within a run of consecutive markers. The markers with the highest levels of significance within these runs of consecutive markers were referred to as peak regions. Markers in our results that were not tested in at least 10 trios were excluded.

Yield trials and analysis of RILs {#sec008}
---------------------------------

Five RIL populations with PI 416937 present in their pedigrees were yield-tested to validate the genomic regions identified as under selection from the PI 416937-derived pedigree analysis. Yield evaluations of RIL-1 were conducted in 2014 and 2016 at two locations in Georgia (Athens and Plains). RIL-2 was evaluated in the same years but only in Athens because of lack of seed. Yield evaluations for RIL-3 and RIL-4 were conducted in 2015 and 2016 at the same locations as RIL-1. Each population consisted of 84 F~5:6~ RILs, divided by maturity into two subsets of 42 RILs each for yield testing. Two elite cultivars were included as checks in each subset. These tests were conducted in a randomized complete block design with two replications per location in 2014 and 2015 and three replications per location in 2016. For both locations, lines were planted in two-row plots, 4.9 m long and 76 cm apart. The plots were end-trimmed to 3.7 m at R5-6 stage and harvested for yield. Yield data was normalized on a 13% moisture basis. Maturity was recorded as days to maturity from September 1^st^.

Yield evaluations of RIL-5 took place across five environments in 2014 and 2015 in Georgia and Louisiana. These tests were also conducted in a randomized complete block design with two replications per environment. This population consisted of the 150 F~5~-derived RILs which were separated into three subsets of 50 RILs each based upon maturity. Two elite check cultivars were included twice in each subset. For Georgia environments (Athens and Plains), plots were the same as RIL1-4. In Bossier City, LA, RILs were planted in two-row plots that were 4.9 m long and 102 cm apart and both rows were harvested for yield. Maturity notes for all five RIL populations were recorded in Athens, GA on all replications in each year.

These RIL populations were genotyped with the SoySNP6K Infinium BeadChip and ancestral genomic contribution was determined using the same methodology as for the PI 416937-derived lines. PI 416937 regions segregating within these RIL populations were identified. Several PI 416937 regions which were found to be under selection in the pedigree analysis of PI 416937-derived lines appeared to be segregating in the RIL populations, so these RIL populations served as a potential source of validation for the effects of these regions on yield. For each RIL population, mixed models were used to estimate yield across environments with the PI 416937-derived region under selection as a fixed effect and environment, genomic region × environment, and subset within environment as random effects. The Tukey HSD multiple means comparison test was performed on each segregating region for seed yield.

A similar analysis was performed for maturity to examine if there were significant differences in maturity associated with genomic regions from PI 416937 within the RIL populations. For maturity, the mixed model had to be simplified by removing the interaction term in order to detect statistical differences. Statistical analyses for all previously mentioned mixed model analyses were performed using JMP^®^ Pro 13.0.0 \[[@pone.0235434.ref061]\].

Results {#sec009}
=======

PI 416937 genomic contribution within high yielding derived lines {#sec010}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

A chi-square test was performed to examine which lines were significantly different in terms of percentage of PI 416937 and southern ancestors estimated by markers versus what was expected by pedigree ([Table 1](#pone.0235434.t001){ref-type="table"}). Regions which were ambiguous were not included in the analysis so the percentage of the genome inherited from PI 416937 and southern ancestors was normalized for each line.

10.1371/journal.pone.0235434.t001

###### Trios used in PI 416937 pedigree analysis and chi-square test to examine deviation of expected versus observed genomic contribution of PI 416937 and southern ancestors in each high yielding PI 416937-derived line. Ordered by % PI 416937 by markers.

![](pone.0235434.t001){#pone.0235434.t001g}

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Name[^a^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}            MG     \% PI 416937 by pedigree   \% PI 416937 by markers   \% Southern ancestor by pedigree   \% Southern ancestor by markers   \% Ambiguous by markers   Female parent                                    Male parent                                       Year(s) entered in USDA Uniform Test
  ----------------------------------------------------- ------ -------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
  N05-7375[\*\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}     VI     25.0                       6.8                       75.0                               84.5                              8.7                       N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      N98-7265                                          2009, 2010, 2011

  G08-3279RR                                            VIII   12.5                       8.0                       87.5                               80.3                              11.6                      Woodruff[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   G03-952RR                                         2011, 2012, 2013, 2014

  N06-7564                                              VII    12.5                       8.1                       87.5                               80.2                              11.6                      NC-Roy                                           N8001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}       2008, 2009, 2010

  N07-14221                                             V      12.5                       10.7                      87.5                               83.5                              5.7                       N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      Clifford                                          2012

  G08-3282RR                                            VIII   12.5                       11.1                      87.5                               76.1                              12.7                      Woodruff[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   G03-952RR                                         2011, 2012

  G10-3896RR                                            VIII   12.5                       11.9                      87.5                               82.2                              5.9                       G03-825RR                                        G00-3213[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2013

  N05-7452                                              VII    12.5                       12.2                      87.5                               78.2                              9.5                       N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      5601T                                             2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011

  N05-7353[\*\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}     VI     25.0                       12.2                      75.0                               83.0                              4.8                       N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      N98-7265                                          2009, 2010, 2011

  N07-15546                                             VI     12.5                       12.4                      87.5                               79.4                              8.1                       N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      PI 221717                                         2012

  N06-7535                                              VII    12.5                       12.5                      87.5                               77.3                              10.1                      NC-Roy                                           N8001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}       2009, 2010

  N05-7396[\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}       VII    25.0                       13.0                      75.0                               76.3                              10.6                      N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      N98-7265                                          2007, 2008\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      2009, 2010

  N8002[\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}          VIII   25.0                       13.5                      75.0                               80.7                              5.7                       N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      N98-7265                                          2007, 2008\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

  N01-11118[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}        VII    25.0                       13.8                      75.0                               73.6                              12.6                      NTCPR94-5157                                     N96-7031[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2005

  N07-15529                                             VII    12.5                       14.0                      87.5                               73.0                              12.9                      N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      PI 221717                                         2014, 2015

  N01-11777[\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}      VII    25.0                       14.5                      75.0                               78.9                              6.5                       Graham                                           N96-7031[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009

  G08-2869RR                                            VIII   12.5                       14.9                      87.5                               74.6                              10.5                      Woodruff[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   G03-364RR                                         2011, 2012

  G10-3833RR                                            VII    12.5                       15.3                      87.5                               75.0                              9.7                       G03-825RR                                        G00-3213[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2013, 2014

  N06-7280[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}         VI     25.0                       15.5                      75.0                               76.6                              7.9                       N98-7265                                         N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}       2009, 2010

  N8001                                                 VIII   25.0                       16.7                      75.0                               73.2                              10.1                      N7001^b^                                         Cook                                              2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007

  N07-14182                                             VI     12.5                       16.8                      87.5                               73.9                              9.2                       N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      Clifford                                          2011, 2012

  G00-3083                                              VIII   25.0                       17.0                      75.0                               76.3                              6.7                       N7001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      Benning                                           2003

  N05-7380                                              VII    25.0                       18.0                      75.0                               73.7                              8.2                       N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      N98-7265                                          2012

  N01-11136                                             VII    25.0                       18.9                      75.0                               70.7                              10.3                      NTCPR94-5157                                     N96-7031[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009

  N01-11491                                             VII    25.0                       19.7                      75.0                               64.6                              15.6                      NTCPR94-5157                                     N96-7031[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2005, 2006, 2007

  N01-11771                                             VII    25.0                       21.1                      75.0                               71.3                              7.5                       Graham                                           N96-7031[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2006, 2007, 2008, 2009

  N05-7281                                              VII    25.0                       21.3                      75.0                               71.7                              6.9                       N96-6809[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   N98-7265                                          2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011

  N01-11424                                             VIII   25.0                       21.4                      75.0                               69.0                              9.5                       NTCPR94-5157                                     N96-6767[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2006, 2007, 2008

  N01-11884                                             VII    25.0                       22.6                      75.0                               70.1                              7.2                       Graham                                           N96-6767[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2006, 2007

  Woodruff                                              VII    25.0                       23.2                      75.0                               70.3                              6.4                       N7001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      Boggs                                             2003, 2004, 2005, 2006

  N05-7462                                              VII    25.0                       23.7                      75.0                               69.6                              6.6                       5601T                                            N96-6809[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011

  N01-11791                                             VII    25.0                       23.8                      75.0                               70.6                              5.6                       Graham                                           N96-7031[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2005

  N01-11832                                             VIII   25.0                       25.4                      75.0                               69.0                              5.5                       Graham                                           N96-7031[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2005

  TCWN23-507                                            VI     25.0                       25.6                      75.0                               60.7                              13.7                      N77-114                                          N96-6809[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2007

  N06-7187                                              VIII   25.0                       25.6                      75.0                               69.6                              4.7                       N98-7265                                         N93-110-6[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   2009, 2010, 2011

  N05-316                                               VI     25.0                       25.6                      75.0                               65.2                              9.1                       NC-Roy                                           N96-6752[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2013, 2014, 2015

  N7002                                                 VII    25.0                       25.9                      75.0                               68.6                              5.4                       N7001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      Cook                                              2000, 2001, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007

  G07-3557RR[\*\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   VIII   12.5                       26.2                      87.5                               64.1                              9.6                       G00-3213[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   P97M50                                            2010, 2011, 2012

  N09-12414[\*\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}    VII    12.5                       27.5                      87.5                               60.6                              11.8                      N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      Misuzu Daizu                                      2011, 2012

  N09-12441[\*\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}    VII    12.5                       29.8                      87.5                               58.3                              11.8                      N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      Misuzu Daizu                                      2013

  N93-1264[\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}       V      50.0                       30.9                      50.0                               59.0                              10.0                      Brim                                             PI 416937                                         1998

  N09-12455[\*\*\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}    VII    12.5                       33.7                      87.5                               52.9                              13.3                      N7002[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      Misuzu Daizu                                      2013, 2014

  N99-8141[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}         V      25.0                       34.3                      75.0                               60.5                              5.1                       N7001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}      Graham                                            2002, 2003

  N04-8947                                              VII    50.0                       40.2                      50.0                               55.3                              4.4                       N96-6894[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   N97-9812[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2008, 2009, 2010

  N05-7229                                              VII    50.0                       41.8                      50.0                               42.4                              15.7                      N96-6809[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   N96-7031[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2007

  N93-110-6                                             VI     50.0                       42.0                      50.0                               55.3                              2.6                       Young                                            PI 416937[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   Devi et al., 2014[^c^](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}

  N05-7260                                              VII    50.0                       43.6                      50.0                               51.1                              5.2                       N96-6809[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   N96-7031[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

  N90-7202                                              VII    50.0                       46.7                      50.0                               49.3                              4.0                       N77-114                                          PI 416937[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   1994

  N7001                                                 VII    50.0                       48.7                      50.0                               47.6                              3.7                       N77-114                                          PI 416937[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   1994, 1995, 1996, 1997

  N96-6751                                              VII    50.0                       49.7                      50.0                               42.6                              7.7                       N90-7202[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   N7001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}       1998

  N96-6752                                              VIII   50.0                       49.9                      50.0                               45.6                              4.4                       N90-7202[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   N7001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}       1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005

  N96-6809                                              VII    50.0                       50.5                      50.0                               44.6                              4.8                       N90-7202[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   N7001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}       1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002

  N96-6755                                              VI     50.0                       51.0                      50.0                               43.3                              5.6                       N90-7202[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   N7001[^b^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}       2001, 2002, 2003
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\*, \*\*, and \*\*\* denote significant difference in estimated inheritance by pedigree versus measured inheritance by marker according to chi-square test for given probabilities at an alpha of 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively.

^a^ Prefix G and N in the name denote the lines developed at the University of Georgia and at USDA Raleigh, respectively. Woodruff was developed at the University of Georgia while TCWN23-507 was developed at USDA Raleigh.

^b^ Parent with PI 416937 in pedigree.

^c^ Line not evaluated in a USDA Uniform Test, but was bred for superior seed yield under drought-prone condition.

By pedigree, percentage of PI 416937 genome ranged from 12.5 to 50.0% in the high yielding progeny ([Table 1](#pone.0235434.t001){ref-type="table"}). Using marker data, percentage of PI 416937 genome ranged from 6.8 to 51.0% across all trios. N09-12455 contained 2.7-fold more PI 416937 genome by marker than predicted by pedigree (33.7% actual versus 12.5% predicted). N93-1264 contained 1.6-fold less PI 416937 genome by marker than predicted by pedigree (30.9% actual versus 50.0% predicted). These were the largest discrepancies observed in predicted versus measured. N96-6755 contained the largest portion of the PI 416937 genome with 51.0% based upon marker data which was not different (*P* \< 0.05) from the 50% that was predicted. N05-7375 contained the smallest portion of the PI 416937 genome with 6.8% based upon marker data. This was significantly different (*P* \< 0.05) from the 25% that was predicted.

Thirteen of the 52 high yielding lines derived from PI 416937 had significantly different ratios of PI 416937 to southern ancestor from what was predicted (*P* \< 0.05). Six lines contained significantly more PI 416937 genome and seven contained significantly less PI 416937 genome than predicted (*P* \< 0.05). There appeared to be no selective advantage for inheriting a larger portion of the PI 416937 genome.

Discovery of genomic regions under both positive and negative selection {#sec011}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Although there was no selective advantage for PI 416937 in terms of overall genome contribution, it was hypothesized that there was commonality between the particular genomic regions from PI 416937, some beneficial, some deleterious, inherited to the high yielding progeny. Using 52 trios, genomic regions from PI 416937 were identified under both positive and negative selection. The structure of the pedigree analysis allowed for direct definition of a null model and evaluation of *P*-values. The statistical significance of a PI 416937 region with previous evidence of an association with yield was set as an empirical threshold. This region (Yld1) was identified as our eighth most significant region in terms of positive selection as it was tested in 41 trios and inherited in 28 high yielding progeny (*P* = 2.75 × 10^−2^) ([Fig 1](#pone.0235434.g001){ref-type="fig"}, additional files for other chromosomes included in [S1 File](#pone.0235434.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Any markers or haplotypes that met this level of statistical significance or greater were determined to be regions with evidence of selection for or against. In total, nine genomic regions under positive selection and 17 genomic regions under negative selection from PI 416937 were identified across seven chromosomes ([Table 2](#pone.0235434.t002){ref-type="table"} and [S4 Fig](#pone.0235434.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The full results from the PI 416937 pedigree analysis are presented in [S2 File](#pone.0235434.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![PI 416937 whole-genome based pedigree analysis of chromosome 8.\
The top section indicates genomic regions across chromosome 8 under significant positive (green) versus negative selection (red). The statistical threshold was set at a--log~10~ *P*-value of 1.56 (Yld1). The x-axis displays marker positions from SoySNP50K Infinium BeadChips. Gray indicates a locus had less than 10 trios testing a PI 416937 allele against an alternative allele. Black indicates a locus had 10 trios or more but fell below our significance threshold.](pone.0235434.g001){#pone.0235434.g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0235434.t002

###### Summary of PI 416937 pedigree analysis.

![](pone.0235434.t002){#pone.0235434.t002g}

  Genomic region   Chr        Direction of selection   Physical start position (bp)   Physical stop position (bp)   SNPs    Trios tested   No. of times inherited   *P*-value
  ---------------- ---------- ------------------------ ------------------------------ ----------------------------- ------- -------------- ------------------------ -----------
  1                5          Negative                 488551                         523725                        3       36             10                       0.011
  558763           \-         1                        41                             11                            0.004                                           
  562322           593685     3                        39                             10                            0.003                                           
  595812           \-         1                        41                             11                            0.004                                           
  2                5          Negative                 1496131                        \-                            1       38             11                       0.014
  3                8          Negative                 1017668                        1373179                       13      11             1                        0.012
  4                8          Negative                 5750622                        5968621                       6       19             4                        0.019
  5                8          Positive                 41792467                       41796167                      2       41             28                       0.028
  6                8          Positive                 42070881                       \-                            1       41             28                       0.028
  7                9          Negative                 45849012                       45885099                      3       10             1                        0.022
  45913326         45941083   2                        11                             1                             0.012                                           
  8                9          Negative                 46044100                       46082968                      3       11             1                        0.012
  9                12         Negative                 14014843                       14384675                      7       20             4                        0.012
  10               12         Negative                 17662053                       20410513                      34      28             7                        0.013
  20474981         21673448   15                       27                             7                             0.019                                           
  11               13         Positive                 26986028                       27085556                      14      26             21                       0.003
  12               13         Negative                 27971359                       \-                            1       20             3                        0.003
  27979190         27991927   3                        19                             3                             0.004                                           
  13               13         Negative                 28203902                       28286301                      19      22             5                        0.017
  14               13         Negative                 28346050                       28351526                      2       20             3                        0.003
  15               13         Negative                 28475417                       29111990                      83      22             5                        0.017
  16               13         Negative                 29128801                       29533624                      48      22             5                        0.017
  17               13         Negative                 30683322                       30765585                      5       10             0                        0.002
  18               13         Positive                 36166900                       36175098                      2       32             23                       0.020
  19               13         Positive                 37465322                       37527009                      18      33             24                       0.014
  37529648         37550786   2                        35                             26                            0.006                                           
  37551787         37553062   3                        41                             29                            0.012                                           
  20               16         Negative                 6871009                        6896309                       6       12             1                        0.006
  6914854          6948002    6                        15                             2                             0.007                                           
  21               17         Positive                 796471                         1309414                       26      17             14                       0.013
  22               17         Positive                 2202411                        \-                            1       26             20                       0.009
  23               17         Positive                 2246668                        2408798                       13      26             20                       0.009
  2409261          2418484    3                        26                             21                            0.003                                           
  2419489          2438284    7                        26                             20                            0.009                                           
  2452744          2453238    2                        10                             9                             0.022                                           
  24               17         Positive                 2510699                        3496006                       76      26             21                       0.003
  25               17         Negative                 38511430                       38757540                      26      13             2                        0.023
  26               19         Negative                 1743312                        3274996                       111     13             2                        0.023

Regions under positive selection ranged from a single marker to 76 consecutive markers in length. Regions were found on Chrs 8 (2 regions), 13 (3 regions), and 17 (4 regions), respectively ([Table 2](#pone.0235434.t002){ref-type="table"} and [S4 Fig](#pone.0235434.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The physical distance of the largest region under positive selection was 985,307 bp on Chr 17. There were three other genomic regions across Chrs 13 and 17 with the greatest evidence of positive selection (*P =* 2.49 × 10^−3^). The first region was a 99,528 bp region on Chr 13. The second region was a 9223 bp region on Chr 17 located within a larger significant region of 206,570 bp. The third genomic region with the greatest evidence of positive selection was in an interval of 985,307 bp and also on Chr 17.

Regions identified under negative selection ranged from a single marker to 137 consecutive markers in length. Regions were found on Chrs 5 (2 regions), 8 (2 regions), 9 (2 regions), 12 (2 regions), 13 (6 regions), 16 (1 region), 17 (1 region), and 19 (1 region), respectively ([Table 2](#pone.0235434.t002){ref-type="table"} and [S4 Fig](#pone.0235434.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The physical distance of the largest region under negative selection was 4,011,395 bp on Chr 12. A peak region was identified with higher significance within this larger region, which was 2,748,460 bp long. The genomic region with the greatest evidence of negative selection (*P* = 1.95 × 10^−3^) was 82,263 bp long on Chr 13.

Evaluation of PI 416937-derived regions under selection using RIL populations {#sec012}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using five RIL populations that had PI 416937 in their pedigrees, we tested for a yield advantage associated with any of the genomic regions under selection. A standard QTL mapping approach was not employed because of the greater statistical precision derived from pre-planned orthogonal comparisons \[[@pone.0235434.ref062]\] resulting from the pedigree analysis of genomic regions derived from PI 416937.

Seven regions under positive selection identified from the pedigree analysis of PI 416937-derived lines were segregating in at least one of these RIL populations. Regions 5 and 6 on Chr 8 were segregating in three RIL populations (RIL-1, 3, and 5); region 19 on Chr 13 in four RIL populations (RIL-1, 2, 4, and 5); and regions 21, 22, 23, and 24 on Chr 17 in three RIL populations (RIL-1, 2, and 5). Yield analysis was performed within individual populations across environments and the only significant yield effect was that the PI 416937 haplotype for region 19 had a positive yield effect of 27 kg ha^-1^ (*P* \< 0.05) in RIL-4 and matured 0.8 days later. This PI 416937 haplotype resulted in a larger positive yield effect in RIL-2 (41 kg ha^-1^) and RIL-5 (76 kg ha^-1^) though these effects were not significant (*P* \< 0.05). There was also a negligible difference in days to maturity between haplotypes in RIL-2 and RIL-5 as RILs with the PI 416937 haplotype matured 0.4 days earlier and 0.1 days later. The PI 416937 haplotype had a negative effect of 105 kg ha^-1^ versus the alternative haplotype in RIL-1 but it was not significant (*P* \< 0.05). Two of the seven segregating regions fluctuated between having a positive and negative effect and the remaining five had negative effects across segregating populations, although the effects were not significant (*P* \< 0.05).

The same pedigree analysis performed on the PI 416937-derived lines was also performed within each of the five RIL populations to determine if there were any regions under positive or negative selection within these RIL populations. These RIL populations were developed for breeding purposes and underwent modified SSD for three generations followed by single plant and then single plant-row selection via visual evaluation before being grown in advanced yield trials. Thus, regions found to be under significant positive or negative selection would be regions subject to segregation distortion. These regions did not arise from extensive yield trials as with regions from the PI 416937 pedigree analysis performed above. Genomic regions under selection pressure in these early rounds of selection for these five RIL populations were compared to regions in the PI 416937-derived line pedigree analysis for potential overlap. If so, this would be evidence that these regions were selected based upon obvious vigor that is evident visually or regions from PI 416937 related to the fitness of the progeny.

Eighteen regions under selection from RIL-1 were identified across 10 Chrs ([Fig 2](#pone.0235434.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S4 Table](#pone.0235434.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Three regions were under positive selection on Chrs 1 (1 regions), 11 (1 region), and 18 (1 region). Fifteen regions were found under negative selection on Chrs 1 (1 region), 2 (1 region), 5 (1 region), 6 (2 regions), 7 (3 regions), 10 (1 region), 11 (3 regions), 12 (2 regions), and 19 (1 region). RIL-2 had a single region under positive selection on Chr 1 ([Fig 2](#pone.0235434.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S4 Table](#pone.0235434.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). RIL-3 had no regions under selection ([Fig 2](#pone.0235434.g002){ref-type="fig"}). RIL-4 had 2 regions under positive selection ([Fig 2](#pone.0235434.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S4 Table](#pone.0235434.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). One region was on Chr 8 while the other was on Chr 18. RIL-5 had a single region under negative selection on Chr 6 ([Fig 2](#pone.0235434.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S4 Table](#pone.0235434.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Genomic regions from PI 416937 under positive (green) and negative (red) selection within RIL populations at whole-genome level.\
The x-axis displays marker positions from SoySNP6K Infinium BeadChips. The statistical threshold was set for each population based on an LD adjusted multiple test correction. Gray indicates a locus had less than 10 trios testing a PI 416937 allele against an alternative allele. Black indicates a locus had 10 trios or more but fell below our significance threshold. Vertical dashed lines indicate regions identified under breeding selection from the original pedigree analysis performed on high yielding lines derived from PI 416937.](pone.0235434.g002){#pone.0235434.g002}

The region with the most significant evidence of positive selection (*P* = 1.39 × 10^−11^) was a 45,711 bp region in RIL-2 located on Chr 1. This level of significance far surpassed the most significant region under positive selection in the PI 416937 pedigree analysis (*P* = 2.49 × 10^−3^). The most significant region under negative selection in the RIL pedigree analysis was a 2,227,287 bp region located on Chr 6 and discovered within the RIL-5 population. This region was a peak within a large 4,143,902 bp region. An even greater significance discrepancy was seen for regions under negative selection when comparing to the PI 416937 pedigree analysis (*P* = 9.19 × 10^−26^ vs. 1.95 × 10^−3^). The full results from the RIL pedigree analysis are presented in [S3 File](#pone.0235434.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Discussion {#sec013}
==========

In this study, we utilized extensive pedigree and genotypic information to identify genomic regions from PI 416937 with evidence of positive and negative selection. Five RIL populations were then used in an attempt to validate these regions of interest in replicated yield trials, but minimal significant yield associations were discovered. Genomic regions from PI 416937 were also under strong selection within the RIL populations but appeared to be population specific and did not overlap with results from the PI 416937 pedigree analysis.

Considering the prevalence of PI 416937 in the pedigrees of high yielding lines within the USDA Uniform Tests, it was possible that there was favorable selection for the PI 416937 genome as a whole, but we found no consistent trend for greater inheritance of PI 416937 genome than expected by pedigree amongst PI 416937-derived lines. Considering PI 416937 is a plant introduction that was originally received by the U.S. National Plant Germplasm System in 1974 \[[@pone.0235434.ref063]\], it is unlikely to compete with more modern elite germplasm in terms of seed yield per se \[[@pone.0235434.ref064]\] and the likelihood is high of haplotypes across the genome that are neutral or detrimental to yield potential. Researchers have also found unfavorable agronomic traits associated with PI 416937 such as susceptibility to Soybean Cyst Nematode (*Heterodera glycines*) race 3,5, and 14 \[[@pone.0235434.ref065]\], making it unlikely for breeders to select for PI 416937 on a whole genome level. The pedigree analysis provided additional resolution to identify more specific haplotypes from PI 416937 that had evidence of selection during breeding efforts.

Once genomic regions from PI 416937 under favorable selection were identified, a comparison was made to determine if these genomic regions overlapped with QTL previously found for water use efficiency \[[@pone.0235434.ref025]\], aluminum tolerance \[[@pone.0235434.ref021]\], root morphology \[[@pone.0235434.ref020]\], drought tolerance \[[@pone.0235434.ref066]\], and canopy wilting \[[@pone.0235434.ref015]\]. There was no overlap discovered. Advanced yield trials conducted by public breeders tend to be managed more intensively to reduce stressors such as drought. Many of the QTL mapped from PI 416937 examined tolerance to drought related conditions so it may not be a surprise that QTL mapped from crosses involving PI 416937 do not heavily overlap with regions found to be associated with seed yield. Also, this study is looking to identify regions that are under selection across diverse environments in predominantly North Carolina and Georgia as well as across diverse genetic backgrounds from these two breeding programs.

Only one of the PI 416937 haplotypes segregating within tested RIL populations showed a detectable influence on yield (*P* \< 0.05). Other than genomic regions having been identified due to type I error, one possible explanation is that haplotype effects are confounded by genetic background effects when tested within RIL populations, providing further evidence of the difficulty of discovering significant seed yield QTL that transcend genetic background and environmental influence. Concibido et al. \[[@pone.0235434.ref007]\] reported some success of introgressing a yield QTL from *Glycine soja* (PI 407305) into soybean line, HS-I. When the QTL was introgressed into other elite backgrounds, inconsistencies arose in the reported yield effects. The QTL appeared to show limited adaptability across all genetic backgrounds. It is difficult to capture the true impact of an individual region on seed yield for several reasons. Seed yield is a highly quantitative trait which is heavily impacted by the environment and prone to phenotypic errors (e.g., combine error, un-accounted for field effects). Though this study was seeking to discover regions that could overcome genetic and environmental heterogeneity, it is also possible that PI 416937 haplotypes were competing against comparable or superior haplotypes. Another factor potentially contributing to a lack of statistical effect on yield associated with these PI 416937 haplotypes was G × E. Forty-four of the 52 PI 416937-derived lines were developed within the USDA Raleigh soybean breeding program and thus went through early stage development and yield testing in predominantly North Carolina environments, while the RIL populations used for yield testing were grown predominantly in Georgia environments.

The Yld1 region was a finely defined region (3.7 kb) in the PI 416937 pedigree analysis. Considering that the Yld1 region had been so narrowly defined, was supported by yield evaluations in a previous study, and showed strong evidence of breeder selection evidenced by being the eighth highest genomic region under positive selection across the entire genome, we felt this region was worthy of further exploration. Within this interval, there was a single gene model present for *Glyma*.*08g299800* which is a paralog to ATG24090.1, a chitinase A found in Arabidopsis. *Glyma*.*08g299800* is located from 41,795,912 to 41,796,546 bp ([http://soybase.org](http://soybase.org/)) \[[@pone.0235434.ref047]\], which partially overlaps with the Yld1 region located from 41,792,467 to 41,796,167 bp. Chitinases are commonly associated with plant defense against fungal pathogens or insects as chitin is a common component of fungal cell walls and insect exoskeletons \[[@pone.0235434.ref067]\]. There are several QTL for various different traits that have been mapped to this region, one of which is 'sclero 9--2', a QTL related to fungal resistance \[[@pone.0235434.ref068]\]. 'Sclero 9--2' was a QTL associated with resistance to *Sclerotinia sclerotiorum* and was mapped from a cross of PI 391589B × IA2053. The favorable allele for this QTL was inherited from IA2053 which was the moderately susceptible parent in the cross. As a result of the climate conditions of the southeastern USA, it is reasonable to assume that fungal pressure is a constant concern. In Georgia from 2005--2013, an average of \$2.7 million was spent annually on plant disease control from biotic stressors, primarily Asian soybean rust (*Phakopsora pachrhizi*) (UGA CAES, 2017) \[[@pone.0235434.ref069]\]. If the PI 416937 haplotype at Yld1 is providing moderate resistance to fungal pathogens, it is understandable why it would show an association with seed yield in southern U.S. breeding lines, although this pressure varies dramatically by year, which would lead to substantial G × E. Interestingly, Eickholt \[[@pone.0235434.ref058]\] reported the presence of a QTL × environment interaction associated with Yld1 across three locations, also suggesting the PI 416937 haplotype may impart some level of fungal disease resistance. The single location in which a significant increase in yield was not detected was also the only environment in which a systemic foliar fungicide was applied, possibly mitigating the beneficial effects of Yld1. The association of Yld1 with fungal pathogen resistance needs to be verified in further experiments.

Though Yld1 did not show a statistical impact on yield within our yield evaluations of several bi-parental RIL populations, it is often difficult to detect yield effects of single locus in this manner considering aforementioned confounding factors and other pieces of evidence. The results would point to Yld1 as a possible candidate for introgression of beneficial diversity, especially into regions of low diversity within modern soybean cultivars. Vaughn and Li \[[@pone.0235434.ref053]\] observed strong population structure in modern soybean cultivars that was heavily influenced by MG. They showed that North American soybean cultivars tended to group into three major groups based on genetic similarity. These groups span maturity ranges MG0-I, MG III-IV, and MG V+. Within these different groups, Vaughn and Li \[[@pone.0235434.ref053]\] then identified the founding ancestors and assessed regions of reduced diversity caused by similarity in the founding ancestors or possibly early selection. The PI 416937 pedigree analysis results were compared to those results to observe if any regions corresponded to regions with limited diversity in modern North American soybean varieties. The only region showing overlap was the Yld1 locus which overlapped with a low diversity region that Vaughn and Li \[[@pone.0235434.ref053]\] identified on Chr 8. The region of low diversity was discovered in the MG 0-I population and located between 41,517,102 and 42,095,417 bp (Gmax2.0) ([Fig 3](#pone.0235434.g003){ref-type="fig"}). A single haplotype was found in a majority of the founding ancestors for this population and therefore had limited diversity prior to decades of breeding selection. The region quickly lost this diversity during early breeding stages. From these results, this region can be interpreted as having fairly limited diversity among the North American ancestor lines and quickly lost that diversity within the MG 0-I population. Gizlice et al. \[[@pone.0235434.ref002]\] also determined that 80% of the northern genetic base can be accounted for by 10 ancestral lines by pedigree.

![Haplotype diversity of the Yld1 locus on chromosome 8 among ancestral lines and modern varieties from MG 0-I.\
The top line indicates the PI 416937 haplotype. The second section displays haplotypes for all 52 high yielding PI 416937-derived lines used in our pedigree analysis. The third section displays haplotypes for the major ancestors of MG 0-I according to Vaughn and Li \[[@pone.0235434.ref053]\]. The bottom section displays haplotypes for modern public and private varieties bred for MG 0-I by decade of release. Red blocks are alleles identical to PI 416937 while green blocks are the alternative alleles for each locus. The Yld1 region is highlighted with a black outline. Visualization was performed using Flapjack--graphical genotype visualization \[[@pone.0235434.ref070]\].](pone.0235434.g003){#pone.0235434.g003}

We used a panel of 135 modern soybean breeding lines (MG 0-I), which had been released each decade from the 1940s to the 2000s, to visualize the haplotype diversity for this region in the past through more modern breeding material. The major haplotype which is prevalent within the MG 0-I ancestor lines is the predominant haplotype shared within the MG 0-I breeding material each decade. PI 548572 'Harly' (1940s), PI 548550 'Disoy' (1960s), PI 548536 'Coles' (1970s), and PI 548640 'OAC Scorpio' (1980s) were the only four lines of the 135 which contained the PI 416937 haplotype for this region. Even though the markers were a genotypic match to PI 416937, it could not be determined if this region was completely identical at all SNP loci unless sequencing was performed on all lines. Regardless, the PI 416937 region was sparsely present. This finding suggests there is an opportunity for targeted introgression of beneficial diversity into a region of low diversity for MG 0-I breeding materials. This region did not contain any noted maturity QTL from the literature, so it is unlikely that this region has become fixed as a result of fixing maturity related genes. There may be other environmental factors for MG 0-I breeders that have led to the fixation of this region for this particular haplotype. It may also be the case that the MG 0-I region that appears endemic to this locus has lacked competition from other potentially superior haplotypes.

Vaughn and Li \[[@pone.0235434.ref053]\] did not report the aforementioned genomic region as low diversity in MG III-IV or V+. In this study, when investigating the haplotype diversity within this region for MG III-IV, the ancestral lines as well as modern cultivars appeared to be dominated by the same haplotype which was prevalent in MG 0-I though not to quite as severe an extent ([S5 Fig](#pone.0235434.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This dominant haplotype was also common among MG V+ ancestral lines and modern cultivars, but there did appear to be more haplotype diversity in these southern U.S. cultivars ([S6 Fig](#pone.0235434.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The PI 416937 haplotype was not present among the ancestral lines of MG III-IV nor MG V+ but was found in nine of 198 MG III-IV cultivars ([S5 Fig](#pone.0235434.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and five of 114 MG V+ cultivars ([S6 Fig](#pone.0235434.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Though more haplotype diversity was present in MG III-IV and MG V+ relative to MG0-I, the rarity of the PI 416937 haplotype and seeming dominance of other haplotypes indicates potential for these maturity groups to benefit from introgression of the PI 416937 haplotype as well.

Genomic regions such as Yld1 showed evidence of selection across high yielding PI 416937-derived lines, but it is possible that regions may increase in frequency due to segregation distortion, so a similar pedigree analysis was performed within the RIL populations. Each RIL population shared between 88 to 97 percent of tested PI 416937 alleles across the other RIL populations so there was replication in which PI 416937 alleles were being tested across populations. There was no overlap between regions under selection across RIL populations ([Fig 2](#pone.0235434.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S4 Table](#pone.0235434.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, these regions appeared to be population and possibly environment specific. McMullen et al. \[[@pone.0235434.ref071]\] examined segregation distortion extensively across and within the 25 families of the maize nested associated mapping population. Though significant distortion was detected, genomic regions experiencing distortion were often population specific and the alleles under favorable selection could also vary depending upon the population. Environmental stressors may also arise during early stage testing which can influence these signals of selection. Potential environmental stressors can range from biotic stressors such as pathogens or pests to abiotic stressors such as drought or flooding. Breeders also tend to select on favorable agronomic traits such as standability. There was no overlap of regions under selection in the RIL pedigree analysis and QTL mapping results from studies involving PI 416937 to indicate a likely source of environmental influence for signals of selection.

There was also no overlap between the RIL pedigree analysis and the PI 416937 pedigree analysis ([Fig 2](#pone.0235434.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S4 Table](#pone.0235434.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We examined whether a discrepancy between marker density in the SoySNP50K and SoySNP6K Infinium BeadChips may be explaining the lack of overlap in results. We concluded this is unlikely because 18 of 26 regions under selection in the PI 416937 pedigree analysis contained markers from the 6K BeadChip within the region under selection. The remaining 8 regions had a flanking 6K BeadChip marker no more than 42 Kb and on average, 19 Kb, away. A limiting factor which largely explains the lack of overlap with the PI 416937 pedigree analysis is that only seven (5, 6, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24) of the 26 regions identified in the PI 416937 pedigree analysis were segregating for a PI 416937 haplotype within the RIL populations. Though we could not capture all of the PI 416937 genome among the parents of these RIL populations, we were able to examine potential overlap for a sampling of these regions.

The significance of selection for many of these regions far surpassed the level of selection within the PI 416937 pedigree analysis. Regions identified in the RIL pedigree analyses may not be responsible for significant changes in seed yield as much as they are responsible for fitness or visual cues of vigor that breeders observe when selecting lines to be placed in advanced replicated yield trials. Though not all PI 416937-derived regions with evidence of selection were segregating within the RIL populations, this result increases our confidence that regions under selection within the PI 416937 pedigree analysis were not a result of segregation distortion, but rather selection during extensive yield evaluations. Regions from PI 416937 which decreased fitness would be expected to last only a single generation and would have been removed in the progenitor trio. These regions would have had one test in the PI 416937 pedigree analysis and thus would never have been detected as significantly under negative selection. As for regions from PI 416937 under positive selection in the RIL pedigree analysis, these would arise in a single cross but when PI 416937 was crossed with other materials, these regions would no longer be under such strong selection unless the alternative alleles in every parent of every cross decreased fitness, which is highly unlikely. The pedigree analysis implemented for PI 416937 identifies signals of selection resulting from the culmination of breeding efforts from early stage screening to replicated yield testing across genetic backgrounds and environments which differentiates from the RIL pedigree analysis which identifies population/environment specific signals associated with segregation distortion or early stage vigor.

Conclusion {#sec014}
==========

Concerns have been expressed that the current selection pressures and continuous elite-by-elite crosses will lead to a 'breeding plateau' for genetic gains as well as greater susceptibility to disease and insect pressure \[[@pone.0235434.ref072]\]. As the breeding process has narrowed the genetic diversity of elite material, there is increasing pressure to discover exotic or wild alleles that are beneficial and can be incorporated selectively into elite breeding material while avoiding other alleles which are less agronomically favorable. Breeders are hesitant to break up favorable linkage blocks \[[@pone.0235434.ref040]\] and sacrifice yield and vigor for increased diversity from more exotic germplasm \[[@pone.0235434.ref073]\]. The strategies outlined here combine detailed pedigree knowledge and high-density genotyping to enable discovery of beneficial alleles across genetic backgrounds and environments. This study focused on identifying beneficial haplotypes from a PI amongst a genomic background which may be less agronomically favorable and these alleles are prime candidates to challenge regions of low diversity in modern soybean cultivars. Especially for genomic regions lacking diversity in the founding ancestors of North American soybean cultivars, new alleles have potential to increase yield gains. Even genomic regions which have had a history of diversity should be challenged with new alleles in an effort to achieve continuous gains. Though the genomic regions discovered could not be validated using the methods at our disposal, the methodology displayed in this study opens the door for new ways to approach finding and exploiting beneficial diversity to overcome future plateauing in genetic gain for soybean breeders associated with continuous elite by elite crossing for breeding population development. Cregan \[[@pone.0235434.ref074]\] predicted a future in which tens of thousands of soybean cultivars would be genotypically characterized and a future question facing soybean genomicists will be how to mine this data for the improvement of soybean. We believe we have proposed an effective strategy for utilizing genomic data to improve soybean via identification of potentially beneficial diversity.

Supporting information {#sec015}
======================

###### A collection of files depicting results from the PI 416937 pedigree analysis for each individual chromosome.

The top section indicates genomic regions across chromosome 8 under significant positive (green) versus negative selection (red). The statistical threshold was set at a--log~10~ *P*-value of 1.56 (Yld1). Gray indicates a locus had less than 10 tests. Black indicates a locus had 10 tests or more but fell below our significance threshold. The bottom portion of the figure displays the chromosomal inheritance for each trio broken up by unique crosses. The top two lines for each cross are the parents while the bottom lines are the high yielding PI 416937-derived progeny from each cross. For the parents, red indicates a chromosomal region inherited from PI 416937. Black indicates a chromosomal region inherited from a major southern ancestor \[[@pone.0235434.ref053]\]. For the progeny, orange indicates chromosomal inheritance from the top parent and blue indicates inheritance from the bottom parent. Gray for both parents and progeny indicates chromosomal inheritance was ambiguous.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Full results for the PI 416937 pedigree analysis.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Full results for the RIL pedigree analysis.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Pedigree tree of PI 416937-derived lines along with the ancestors traced back to earliest decipherable ancestors.

Each genotype is represented by a square with lines connecting parents to progeny. Purple indicates that genotypes were derived from PI 416937 and included in the pedigree analysis. Blue corresponds to that genotypes derived from PI 416937 that were not included in the pedigree analysis. Turquoise indicates PI 416937. Green corresponds to genotypes that were not derived from PI 416937, but included in the pedigree analysis. Yellow indicates that genotypes were not derived from PI 416937 and not included in the pedigree analysis. For breeding lines with greater than 6 progeny, squares vary in size based upon how many direct progeny are derived from a particular line. Genotypes were coded in S1 Fig as numbers which were defined in [S3 Table](#pone.0235434.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Cladogram showing population structure of high yielding PI 416937-derived lines relative to soybean ancestors and modern varieties colored by MG.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Cladogram showing population structure of high yielding PI 416937-derived lines relative to ancestors and modern varieties colored by descriptors.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Genomic regions from PI 416937 under positive (green) and negative (red) selection across the whole genome.** The x-axis displays marker positions from SoySNP50K Infinium BeadChips. The statistical threshold was set at a--log~10~ *P*-value of 1.56 (Yld1). Gray indicates a locus had less than 10 trios testing a PI 416937 allele against an alternative allele. Black indicates a locus had 10 trios or more but fell below our significance threshold.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Haplotype diversity of the Yld1 locus on chromosome 8 among ancestral lines and modern varieties from MG III-IV.

The top line indicates the PI 416937 haplotype. The second, third, and fourth sections display haplotypes for all 52 high yielding PI 416937-derived lines used in our pedigree analysis, the major ancestors of MG III-IV according to Vaughn and Li (2016), and modern public and private cultivars bred for MG III-IV by decade of release, respectively. Red blocks are alleles identical to PI 416937 while green blocks are the alternative alleles for each locus. The Yld1 locus is highlighted with a black outline. Visualization was performed using Flapjack--graphical genotype visualization \[[@pone.0235434.ref070]\].

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Haplotype diversity of the Yld1 locus on chromosome 8 among ancestral lines and modern varieties from MG V+.

The top line indicates the PI 416937 haplotype. The second, third, and fourth sections display haplotypes for all 52 high yielding PI 416937-derived lines used in our pedigree analysis, the major ancestors of MG V+ according to Vaughn and Li (2016), and modern public and private cultivars bred for MG V+ by decade of release, respectively. Red blocks are alleles identical to PI 416937 while green blocks are the alternative alleles for each locus. The Yld1 locus is highlighted with a black outline. Visualization was performed using Flapjack--graphical genotype visualization \[[@pone.0235434.ref070]\].

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Description of RIL populations.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### List of genotypes used in cladograms.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### List of genotypes included in [S1 Fig](#pone.0235434.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of whole-genome based RIL pedigree analysis.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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